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Catastrophic Flooding in Kerala, India
You may have seen and heard on the news of the recent flooding that has crippled the state of Kerala where ICBC main
campus is located. We have experienced an unusually high volume of rain this monsoon season. This particular flood
is history making as the last great flood in 1924. There are 14 districts in Kerala and almost all have been affected by
the floodwaters including our own district, Ernakulam. Kochi international airport is closed due to it being submerged
in water. Places and people have also been devastated due to landslides that come in the night without warning. By
God's design, at the bible college we are sitting on higher ground so we are safe and our precious students are healthy
and safe. However, we cannot leave our campus because of the rising waters outside and all of us have family and
friends who are in dangerous situations because of the flooding. Buildings on campus are being used to shelter people
who's homes have taken on water. Latest death toll is 324 and over 800,000 have been displaced. The path to recovery
is long and arduous so please keep the people of Kerala in your prayers. You can find the latest updates by googling
Kerala Flood. Below are some pics of the devastation. The first two are from our campus but the water as receded.
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